
Adobe® Acrobat® DC—15% Off Full and Upgrade
Save when you buy perpetual licenses by August 28, 2015

Purchase now to get the newest release of Acrobat. Following version XI, Acrobat DC 
is packed with smart tools that give users even more power to create, edit, sign, and 
manage PDF documents. For IT, Acrobat DC provides unmatched security, streamlined 
deployment and management while integrating with and extending your Microsoft 
investments.

For your workforce
Instantly edit scanned documents—Turn paper scans into editable PDFs with automatic font matching so 
new edits blend right in.

Create protected PDFs—Create high-quality PDF files from Acrobat or popular Microsoft Office apps. 
Add restrictions to prevent others from copying, editing, or printing sensitive information.

Edit PDF text and images—Use a familiar point-and-click interface to edit PDF documents intuitively— 
right within Acrobat.

Export PDFs to Office—Convert PDFs to Word, Excel, or PowerPoint formats while preserving fonts, 
formatting, and layouts.

For IT
Help protect systems and networks—Protect data and systems with multiple built-in defenses and 
advanced security techniques, such as sandboxing.

Streamline deployment—Simplify deployment and updates with support for Microsoft SCCM/SCUP and 
Apple Remote Desktop, and use the Adobe Customization Wizard for fast installation and configuration.

Integrate with and extend Microsoft investments—support for Microsoft Windows 7 and 8. Give users 
direct access to Acrobat functionality—Open, edit, and save PDF files from Office and SharePoint libraries.

Hurry and take advantage of this great offer for both full and upgrade licenses! 
This offer ends August 28, 2015. Contact an authorized Adobe Licensing reseller today.

Offer applies to Transactional 
(TLP) Cumulative (CLP) 
licensing programs and 
shrink-wrap/boxed copy.

For more information
CLP, TLP Program details: 
www.adobe.com/aboutadobe/
volumelicensing/

To learn more about this 
limited-time Acrobat 15%-off 
promotion, contact an 
authorized Adobe Licensing 
Reseller

http://www.adobe.com/aboutadobe/volumelicensing/
http://www.adobe.com/aboutadobe/volumelicensing/
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FAQs

Q: What is the offer?

A:  This offer is available to Adobe customers purchasing via CLP, TLP or retail box product in 
the Americas and EMEA. Commercial and government customers who purchase full or upgrade 
perpetual versions of Acrobat DC Standard or Acrobat DC Pro through Adobe resellers or 
distributors between July 27, 2015 at 12 a.m. PST and August 28, 2015 at 11:59 p.m. PST will 
receive a 15% discount.

Q: Which customers qualify for this promotion?

A:  Commercial and government customers in the Americas and EMEA are eligible for 
this promotion.

Q: Why should I take advantage of this offer now?

A:  Acrobat DC is packed with smart tools that give users even more power to create, edit, sign, 
and manage PDF documents. For IT, Acrobat DC provides unmatched security, streamlined 
deployment and management while integrating with and extending your Microsoft investments.

Q: What about Acrobat X customers and end of support on Nov 15 2015?

A:   To continue receiving product updates and security patches after Nov. 15, 2015, Acrobat X 
customers should upgrade. With this promotion, Acrobat X customers can upgrade now to 
Acrobat DC at upgrade prices and receive an additional 15% off, while also getting the latest 
features, security technology, and OS, virtualization, and device support.

Q: Which versions of Acrobat are eligible for upgrade pricing for Acrobat DC?

A:   Acrobat X and Acrobat XI customers are eligible to purchase upgrade licenses at a savings of up 
to 45% off full licenses. Buy now and save an additional 15% on your upgrade.

Q: Is Acrobat DC a cloud product?

A:   Like previous versions of Acrobat, Acrobat DC is powerful desktop software for creating, editing, 
and working with PDFs. Acrobat DC is the latest release, following Acrobat XI, and natively 
delivers powerful, new capabilities such as editing scanned documents, improved export to 
Microsoft Office formats, and support for working on touch-enabled computers. Optionally, 
perpetual license customers can sign up for free online services at Adobe.com to enable 
additional capabilities in Acrobat DC such as online document storage and Mobile Link for 
working across devices.
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 Terms and Conditions: VOID WHERE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. Valid from July 27, 2015 at 12 a.m. PST and August 28, 2015 at 
11:59 p.m. PST. Offer is available for commercial and government customers in North America, Latin America, and EMEA. Adobe is providing 
a 15% discount to Adobe’s direct channel partner for full or upgrade versions of Acrobat Standard DC or Acrobat Pro DC. Valid only for CLP, 
TLP or shrink-wrap box purchases via an authorized Adobe distributor or reseller. Purchases of Acrobat DC upgrade product should be in the 
same platform, language, and edition as customer’s previous version. Adobe does not set the pricing that channel partner charges customer 
and Adobe cannot guarantee any particular price to customer. Channel partner will determine actual license fees. Offer may not be applied 
retroactively or combined with any other discount and excludes future Acrobat software version updates. Offer subject to change or withdrawal 
without notice.

Applicable taxes and duties may apply. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Residents or persons in embargoed countries or countries 
subject to US or local export restrictions are not eligible.




